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EUROPEAN ENERGY MARKETS THIS WINTER:  
THE FIRST TEST OF THE LOW-CARBON TRANSITION  

   NOVEMBER 2016

European energy traders must strap themselves in and 
prepare for a rocky ride going into winter 2016-17. Sustained 
supply shocks in wholesale gas and electricity markets have 
flipped the outlook for the high-demand season on its head 
with:

• Very sharp increases in wholesale energy prices coming   
  into the winter
• Risk premium on power markets loaded into the first half  
  of the winter, as opposed to the second half, which is more  
  exposed to weather-driven demand spikes 
• A September that saw record-high prices on western  
  Europe’s short-term power markets coincide with record    
  lows at some gas hubs
• A major build in downside price risk, because if the  
  fundamentals change, what has gone up can very quickly    
  be sold back down

A FRAGILE TRANSITION 
The new winter volatility has at its heart a series of supply 
shocks that have exposed how fragile Europe’s wholesale 
energy markets can be amid the low-carbon transition. 
For some years, regulators and grid operators have been 
warning that fundamental risks, hinging around the pace 
of fossil-fuelled power plant closures, awaited the markets 
during the winters stretching from 2015 towards the end of 
the decade. 

Less coal plants would mean more reliance on combined-cycle 
gas turbines (CCGTs); variable renewable power would need 
backing up by gas; the inevitable result would be the return 
of volatility to trading platforms that had become placid,  
needle spikes on short-term markets, and a steady increase 
in gas demand from power plants to plug the  
intermittent gaps.    

Last year, as ICIS’s previous winter outlook whitepaper  
explained, that emerging fundamental risk was more than  
offset by traders’ confidence that the gas and electricity  
markets had the supply flexibility to cope with demand 
shocks. And the markets got it right. 

A mild winter gave way to a comfortable spring, and energy 
markets, having entered the cold season scraping record 
lows, were sold down still further.  
  
But, as this whitepaper explains, the early stages of winter 
2016-17 paint a very different picture. The market has been 
reminded just how daunting the scale of the energy  
transition really is, and just how quickly the risk associated 
with a wholesale industrial transformation can rear its head. 

SUPPLY SHOCKS
Back in June, news broke that one of Europe’s largest 
natural gas storage site, Britain’s Rough facility, was facing 
technical difficulties. Around the same time, power markets 
began to realise that all was not well with the French fleet of 
nuclear reactors after the continent’s biggest power  
generator, EDF, cut its output forecast for the year in its 
home market. 

Over the weeks and months that followed, the impact from 
these supply-side concerns extended forwards, beyond the 
end of summer and on into the winter. 

CARBON

It is widely expected to be a bearish winter for European 
Emissions Allowance (EUA) futures, with the carbon  
market still struggling with chronic oversupply. New EU 
legislation to attempt to tackle the problem of oversupply 
will not be ratified until at least the third quarter of 2017, 
with subsequent changes to the market not expected 
until the end of the year. 

Low gas prices across Europe in the first nine months 
of 2016 have applied further downward pressure to the 
carbon market by reducing EUA demand from more 
carbon-intensive coal generation. The problem has been 
compounded by reduced hedging from large European 
utilities, which has further limited demand for carbon 
allowances.

LNG

Spot LNG prices in the key east Asian markets rose 
steadily throughout October, sustaining a premium to 
rising European gas hubs. A delay to the start-up of some 
new Australian production has stemmed the tide of new 
LNG coming to the market, although the global supply 
and demand outlook for 2017 remains long. 

From a European perspective, LNG reloads could  
continue to the Middle East and Asia if prices at  
northwest European markets fall further below spot 
LNG prices in those markets. If demand falls globally, 
however, more cargoes could head back to Europe as a 
market of last resort, and as part of a growing number of 
mid-term flexible LNG contracts in place with European 
traders and utilities. 

The impact of US LNG on Europe is not likely to be  
significant this winter with two trains at Cheniere’s 
Sabine Pass currently the only production in place from 
the US Gulf and with price netbacks likely to be higher to 
other markets.
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Gas markets remained relatively insulated, with mainland 
storage sites full, new LNG expected to pour into the global 
market and supply flexibility on the side of consumer. But 
across power markets, the assumptions of winter risk were 
far greater, as the growing French nuclear problem exposed 
the fragility of markets that had seen a gradual mothballing or 
closure of fossil-fuelled capacity.

The wider energy complex, while comfortable and  
well-supplied in historical terms, has weighed in with most 
commodities at annual highs:   

• Crude oil is at the top end of its price range for the year
• European coal is at the tail end of an unexpected 10-month  
  bull-run that at one point propelled the market to a two-year  
  high
• Only the European carbon market, mired in oversupply,  
  offers some relief from the squeeze

Today, as Europe enters November and the start of the 
high demand season in most major markets, energy traders 
have guarded against the risk of being caught short. Despite 
healthy natural gas stocks, and Norwegian gas production 
forecasts indicating that exports, while slightly down on last 
year, should still be sizable, the European LNG deluge has 
not materialised with demand strong in east Asian markets.
At the same time the forward curve of electricity markets for 
this winter carries risk premium not seen for many years, 
indicating this could be a winter remembered for first testing 
the fundamental resilience of the energy transition. 

WESTERN EUROPE – THE EYE OF THE STORM
In light of uncertainty regarding nuclear availability, the 
French power system faces unprecedented challenges 
for the coming winter. According to operator EDF’s targets, 
which have been revised twice in the last three months,  
annual nuclear production is set to hit a record low in 2016 
and is expected to improve only slightly in 2017.

Power for the second half of winter was trading in late-Octo-
ber at almost twice the price of the previous year’s product 
– an eight-year high for a front quarter – with November, 
December and January priced considerably higher.
Hydropower plants have been called upon to help plug the 
nuclear gap, causing reservoir stocks to dwindle which, along 
with already low river levels, has added further risk premium 
to power prices.

The loss of nuclear capacity has also pulled a substantial 
number of CCGTs, which in light of coal plant closures and 
generation economics constitute the vast majority of spare 
capacity, into the production mix, boosting gas demand for 
power generation. 

The impact of additional CCGT reliance can already be 
seen at the French gas hubs. Additional demand from power 
plants would reinforce a trend from the previous gas year, 
when CCGT consumption trebled to 3.2 billion cubic metres 
as generators moved away from coal-fired power to  
increasingly profitable gas-fired production.

Despite this additional demand source, France enters the 
gas winter in a healthy supply situation. Send-out from  
northern France’s new Dunkirk LNG terminal, expected  
online in December, and flows to the new Spanish PVB hub 
are unlikely to cause major price changes.

FRANCE’S NEIGHBOURS
Considered the most vulnerable power market to French 
supply shortages, Belgium’s own extended outage at the 
1GW nuclear reactor Tihange 1 limited nuclear availability to 
under 60% for most of October. However, the country was 
expected to return to full availability by December, with no 

COAL

European coal has consistently defied market  
expectations during 2016, with an ongoing bull run on the 
commodity stretching back to February. Coal prices on 
the ICE exchange were at two-year record highs towards 
the end of October. 

Increased import demand in Asia has been a key  
sentiment driver for the European market, with bullish 
power prices lending further support in recent months. 
Higher demand for coal-burn over the winter is  
expected to be a strong driver of prices, while Asian  
import demand continues to be high heading into the 
colder months. 

Market sources have said the current rate at which coal 
prices are climbing is unsustainable and poses downside 
risk for the market. It should be noted that traders have 
been predicting imminent downside since the summer.
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further maintenance planned until late March, which will ease 
supply margins for the coldest months of the winter. 

On the gas side, Belgium also finds itself exposed to a  
neighbour with supply issues: The Zeebrugge Winter ’ 
16 basis – the premium of the Belgian gas contract over its 
British counterpart – closed at the start of winter at -2.05p/
th (pence per therm), indicating Belgium could be a net gas 
exporter to Britain via its pipeline connection this winter, for 
the first time since 2013.

This is due to an outage at Britain’s largest storage site, 
which means the UK enters the gas winter with low stocks 
and is likely to import large volume to make up the shortfall. 
So although France sits at the centre of Europe’s tightening 
markets this winter, the UK has ample supply issues of its 
own to contend with.

Wholesale energy prices going into winter are already, in late 
October, heavily inflated due to tightly supplied power and 
gas systems than has been the case in previous years. The 
closure of several unprofitable coal plants over the last two 
years, combined with a lack of new plants coming online, has 
left the UK with a potential power supply deficit this winter.

On the gas side, the Rough storage facility was taken offline 
in June, cutting the site’s injection period more than three 
months short. From 1 November, withdrawals will be  
possible again as 20 of the site’s 24 wells will be available. 
This means Britain entered the heating season with around 
one-third less gas in store than one year earlier. Rough  
usually meets around 10% of demand during winter. This 
might mean Britain will have to import gas from its European 
neighbours, although these sources, combined with LNG 
imports, should be able to cover the shortfalls. 

The Netherlands finds itself in a less extreme version of a 
similar picture. Capacity losses in the electricity market and 
increased restrictions on natural gas production should mean 
increased volatility in Dutch wholesale power and gas prices 
this winter.

In the natural gas markets, additional limits on production 
from the giant Groningen field mean less gas will be  
available from this avenue than in previous years. 

Developments in the gas market will also filter through to the 
country’s power market as gas is the marginal fuel source in 
the generation mix. The Netherlands will also lose some of 
its gas-fired capacity half way through the winter, which will 
add more upside risk to power prices.

Energy traders in Germany also face a risk-laden winter, 
with both power and gas markets exposed to potentially large 
price shifts.

In a matter of weeks, the outlook for the German power 
market, large enough to usually absorb supply shocks in 
neighbouring countries, has been transformed. Risk premium 
has been priced into winter products as traders have sought 
to guard against France’s nuclear woes. 

But gas traders should be in for a less bumpy ride. Storage 
facilities entered October 95% full, around 18 percentage 
points more than one year earlier. 

“German storage is full and GASPOOL will receive huge 
Russian volume which will be passed on to the NCG and 
then [the Dutch] TTF before it goes to Britain. The storage 
situation in Britain isn’t good so prices will rise to attract more 
volume,” one trader said, adding that British demand could 
pull up other European markets during winter. 

In addition, in late October, the European Commission  
granted Russian producer Gazprom access to use extra 
capacity on the 36 billion cubic metres (bcm)/year OPAL 
pipeline, paving the way for greater use of the 55bcm/year 
Nord Stream carrying gas from Russia to Germany under the 
Baltic sea. This should mean more gas flows from Russia 
to Germany and the Czech Republic. Greater use of Nord 
Stream will also allow Gazprom to divert more flows from 
Ukraine, which could potentially ease transit concerns this 
winter, especially in case of a cold weather spell.

As ever, despite any relative comfort, the risk remains real 
going into the coldest months of the year. 

For the German gas market, the challenge will be balancing 
off major supply volume entering the country from the east, 
against British and Dutch demand from the west. 

CHAIN REACTION
Distance has not proved sufficient to protect even the 
markets of eastern Europe from the nuclear problem in the 
continent’s west. As Germany has flowed energy into France, 
its own prices have been pulled higher, which means its 
southern and eastern neighbours have in turn seen price 
increases as the chain reaction spreads across Europe.  
But wholesale gas and electricity markets in central and  
eastern Europe go into winter facing regional supply  
challenges of their own that have not been seen in  
previous years.
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In Poland an uncertain and volatile electricity market,  
affected by a shortage of fuel to the country’s biggest coal 
plant, is in stark contrast to the gas market this winter. Full 
storage and the opening of Poland’s first LNG terminal  
earlier this year mean gas supply shortages are unlikely. 

In the regional gas markets, demand to supply gas to 
Ukraine is higher than ever before, and there is added  
concern that Russian supply via Ukraine might be at risk due 
to low levels of gas held in storage in October. To temper 
this risk, storage facilities in Austria, the Czech Republic 
and Slovakia are close to capacity, which should add a layer 
of security this winter.

In the power markets, the latter half of winter is expected to 
be more at risk of price spikes, due to a number of  
outages taking significant Czech nuclear capacity offline. 
As in the west, nuclear availability will be key to electricity 
price movements in southeast Europe. If ongoing  
maintenance in Slovenia, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Hungary and 
the Czech Republic finishes within set deadlines, the region 
is not expected to face significant shortages. And hydropower 
availability, another key source of winter supply, is  
comfortable. 

In Europe’s far southeast corner even Turkey has felt the 
impact of the west’s nuclear problem through being forced 
to compete for Balkan energy against European markets 
that carry a price premium to it. However, Turkey finds itself 
cushioned from the worst because, as the upward pressure 
on prices has become more dispersed, it has become less 
pronounced. 

So, unlike in previous years when the onset of winter caused 
panic among Turkey’s private and public energy companies, 
this year the sector should be more relaxed. Although there 
are expectations that demand could inch up year on year,  
an increase in supply combined with more efficient  
management of the system are likely to minimise the effect 
of a potential consumption spike, even if temperatures were 
to stay low over a consistent period of time. 

EUROPE’S FRINGES 
Around the southern, western and northern fringes of  
Europe, the continental trend prevails. Potential for price 
spikes will linger over Italian gas and power markets this 
winter, despite a fundamentally low-risk outlook within  
national borders. The upside potential for power prices will 
come from France and nuclear issues in neighbouring  

Switzerland, which may force Italian gas-fired plants to run 
for longer to make up for lower electricity imports. 

The gas system should be less risk-laden, as Italy goes into 
winter with high levels of gas in storage. However, if  
temperatures are cooler than in the past two mild winters, 
price spikes can still occur.

Exposure to France also means the Spanish electricity  
market is vulnerable to higher prices this winter but low  
demand and incoming LNG should keep natural gas  
prices muted.

Finally, on the northern edge of the continent, for the first 
time since 2014 the Nordic power market enters the  
winter with electricity prices on the rise, aided by dry  
weather, bullish coal and gas, as well as limited supply from 
mainland Europe.

CRUDE OIL

Crude futures are likely to remain buoyant over the next 
three months, although a recent oil price rally was in late  
October running out of steam on the loose consensus 
among market participants that a supply glut would last 
into 2017. 

Increasingly, OPEC’s Algiers formal agreement is being 
seen as an attempt to send bullish sentiment through  
the crude markets without the hurdle of actual  
implementation, mostly in reaction to significant supply 
additions. 

Bearish pressure is building up on the combined  
additions from countries like Libya and Nigeria, where 
civil unrest has been abating. In addition, strong  
production from low-cost participants like Russia, where 
a new post-Soviet production record was established 
in September partly on a weak rouble, is adding to the 
bearish sentiment.

All of this contributes to the fact that the world keeps  
producing more oil and gas than it needs, as was  
recently acknowledged by the Energy Information  
Administration which reduced its Brent crude oil forecast 
from $58.00/bbl to $55.00/bbl in its latest short-term 
energy outlook.

STAY INFORMED ON THE EUROPEAN ENERGY MARKETS

European Spot Gas Markets Report
The ESGM daily report provides you with the latest prices, news and expert analysis on the current day’s trading.  
Find out more

European Daily Electricity Markets Report
The European Daily Electricity Markets report supplies market participants with in-depth coverage of Europe’s power 
sector. Find out more
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